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HASSELT, “SAMEN ANDERS MOBIEL”  
(TOGETHER TOWARDS A NEW MOBILITY CULTURE) 

1. Introduction 
Synthesis Hasselt – “Samen Anders Mobiel” (Together Towards a New Mobility 
Culture) 
The aim of the Hasselt “SAMEN ANDERS MOBIEL” (SAM) CAMPAIGN is to include the 
public in goal-oriented actions aimed at promoting environment-friendly forms of transport 
with actions such as the Car Calming Day, Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell, Bike Pools, etc.  
 
Due to the particular nature of these actions they are now visible in the streets and encourage 
participation of various groups like residents, shopkeepers, schools, companies, tourists….  
 
SAM-action(s): 
− fits into Hasselt’s long-term policy of sustainable development;  
− is not just a once-only event, 
− is a chain of goal-oriented, often small-scale actions;  
− prioritises the active involvement of target groups (based on ‘good citizenship’), 
− is visible in the city, 
− are spread over time, 
− coordinates actions and services ( synergy between departments), 
− benefits from ongoing media coverage (from different angles and for different target 

groups). 
 
Using these as the main hallmarks, SAM is characterised as an ongoing campaign based on 
target group-oriented actions with different partners and, by its nature, will form a valuable 
ALTERNATIVE for once-only events. 
  
We can always be sure that we can guarantee public involvement in long-term 
development/transport by using a sustainable form of campaign that can in the long run be 
structurally included in a long-term policy.  

Situating Hasselt 
The city centre of Hasselt is the commercial and services centre of the province of Limburg 
with, among others, a significant concentration of administrative services including council, 
provincial, regional and national services.  
 
According to a recent study carried out by Healey & Baker, the Hasselt commercial area has 
a hinterland of 310,000 people and as such ranks third in Flanders.  
 
In addition to the 45,000 employees and blue-collar workers, there are also 39,000 children 
and adolescents who travel every day to school.  
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Comparison of car ownership and the population of Flanders, Belgium and the 

11 largest towns of Flanders.  
 

 

A New Start 
On 1 January 1995 a new political coalition was formed (purple-green). In their manifesto 
“Hasselt for the people”, a great deal of focus was put on all the different aspects concerning 
transport policy. 
The result of this was a "sustainable two-track transport policy”. Both tracks are based on 
urban traffic safety and traffic comfort concerns and goals.  
 

‘THE LARGER TRANSPORT POLICY’ (important) 
Policy on conditions, transport plan, plan for bike policy, plan for parking policy, 
thoroughfare programme, station surroundings, Groene Boulevard (Green Boulevard), 
public transport policy, changes to the outer ring road, etc.  
 
‘THE SMALLER TRANSPORT POLICY’ (no less important) 
Quick solutions for residents’ problems such as no parking signs, traffic calmers, raised 
crossings, marked gateways, residential areas with speed restrictions, 30 km/h zone, 
reasonable bike policy including, among others, good and safe infrastructure, guarded 
and free bike parkings, etc.  
 
“SAMEN ANDERS MOBIEL” SAM CAMPAIGN (equally important) 
As a multi targeted action campaign ( see review of the project sub 2) it supports the 
overall municipal transport policy with specific actions such as the Car Calming Day, 
the “Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell”, bike pools. The very nature of these actions 
means that they are visible on the streets and encourage residents to participate.  

2. Review of the project 
The ‘Samen Anders Mobiel’ (SAM) project covers more than 20 initiatives with sustainable 
mobility as its aim.  
It is vital that these 22 proposed actions are carried out in co-operation with the residents, 
with companies, public institutions, schools, associations, district committees, etc.  
These partners are pacesetters as they are right at the heart of the transport problems. 
They are that much better able to convince colleagues, co-residents or co-members to 
move over to environment-friendly forms of travelling.  
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In order to get this project started in the city of Hasselt, a steering group was set up with the 
aim to coordinate existing services and to create a synergy in efforts, resources etc. Also 
the public transport agency De Lijn was part of this group. 
It was this group that provided the inspiration for a large number of the actions and that 
also steered the working groups. A representative of Langzaam Verkeer who acted as an 
external adviser assisted the steering group. 
 
Our starting point was that all heads of departments should be members of the steering 
group so that the projects would be given the back up of their authority. You need to have 
all the services on your side if you are to carry out such a big project. If not you will have to 
put far too much valuable energy into communicating with one another.  
 
A working group with the sustainability officer, the transport officer, the prevention officer, 
the person responsible for the civic guards, and a representative from “Langzaam Verkeer” 
was responsible for the practical execution of the work. 
 
All of this was co-ordinated by the SAM secretariat that was also allotted a special phone 
number that was communicated to the residents.  
 
The ‘Anders Mobiel’ (A New Mobility Culture) part of the project mainly covered the 
promotion of travelling by bike and bus.  
 
The ‘Samen’ (Together) covers the core thinking of this project, which is that there is a 
greater chance of changing habits if the players involved also participate in the actions.  
 
At the start-up of the project Life -‘SAM’ 22 actions were put forward.  
One action (19) was split in the meantime into two partial actions. 6 new actions were added 
to the project and were carried out under the flag ‘Samen Anders Mobiel’ (SAM). 
 
Of the 29 actions set up: 
− 20 have been completed; 
− 2 are in preparation; 
− 7 have been postponed. 

3. Completed actions 
We hereby give a summary of the 20 actions that have been completed, split up according to 
target group and with specific ratings from very interesting action (++), interesting action (+) to 
not interesting action (-).  
An action is judged interesting or not on the two following criteria:  
− How many people have been reached; 
− How much of an investment this has cost in terms of both finances and people.  

Partner actions ‘Residents’ 
− More accommodation for bikes (partner action 4) ++ 
− Guard service ‘heavy shopping bags’(partner action 7) + 
− “Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell (partner action 9) ++ 
− Treasure hunt (partner action 10) – 
− Transport banners (partner action 19B) + 
− Award for the most environment-friendly person ‘Mobifolie-trophy’ (partner action 20) + 
− Free lending of white bikes (partner action 23) ++ 
− Information package ‘Samen Anders Mobiel’ (partner action 24) ++ 
− Gift day for cyclists (partner action 25) + 

Partner actions ‘Schools’ 
− Bike pools (partner action 3) ++ 
− Car-free day (partner action 18) ++ 
− Award for the most environment-friendly school ‘Mobifolie-trophy’ (partner action 20) + 
− Car-free school surroundings (partner action 22) ++ 
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Partner actions ‘City staff and services’ 
− Service bikes (partner action 2) ++ 
− Bike compensation (partner action 14) ++ 
− Courier bikes (partner action 6) + 
− Bike repair place (partner action 5) ++ 
− Car-free day (partner action 18) + 

Partner actions ‘Companies’  
− MMM-company lottery (partner action 11) - 
− Award for most environment-friendly company ‘Mobifolie trophy’ (partner action 20) + 
− Garage owners: Cars in, bikes out (partner action 26) + 

Partner actions ‘Tourism’ 
− Guided tours by bike for tourists (partner action 17) +  

Two actions are still in preparation: 
− By bike on the bus (partner action 3) 
− Free documentation folder at any new bikes purchase (partner action 28) 

6 actions have been postponed (provisionally): 
− These actions were postponed for technical reasons, or for lack of interest of the target 

group or because the time for them was not yet ideal for implementation . 
− It concerns the following actions: 
− Computer programme AMNIH (partner action 1) 
− Transport monument (partner action 19A) 
− Telework (partner action 21) 
− Car pooling for transporting children to school (partner action 12) 
− Promoting car share project (partner action 13) 
− Information point for car pooling (partner action 15) 

4. Some experiences with partnerships within SAM 
Internal partnership 
− Developing and implementing a joint package of MM services with various departments is 

still pioneer work, but in the long-term it will ensure a win-win situation for the different 
services involved. The environment and transport services feel that they are 
complementary and that co-operation is not only necessary but also more efficient. The 
civic guard service plays a crucial role in the tangible execution of the projects. The 
prevention service was only introduced at a later stage, after which the campaigns were 
better harmonised. The co-operation was a bit difficult with a number of other services, as 
each service wanted to keep a firm hold on its own particular programme.  

− With “overlapping service” projects there is always the problem of designated budgeting. 
This always makes co-operation somewhat difficult. In addition everyone is already too 
busy to work on actions for other services.  

Cross-over thinking and acting is apparently a difficult step to take! 

External partnership 
− The residents were quickly persuaded to participate in the action and we scored 

especially well with the free guarded bike parkings. It is of course natural that the free 
lending of “white bikes” would appeal to the residents.  

− The shop owners were very happy to participate in the "Shop by Bike and Ring Your 
Bell" action. The fact that they brought all the retail associations’ together under one 
umbrella last year facilitated the action. It is also much easier to work with one 
spokesperson. 

− Residents also warmly welcomed the action. This was partly due to the appealing prizes 
involved. 

− In Hasselt there are 23 secondary schools half of whom we have already contacted in 
one way or another. It requires a constant effort to get the schools to participate.  
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− The actions involving the city services and personnel have been reasonably 
successful. It is easy of course to convince them. 

− The involvement of private companies in the ‘SAM’ project meets with occasional 
success with individual companies. To attract the companies as a group requires a much 
longer period of preparation with time-consuming personal contact needed. The tourism 
service offers a ‘SAM’ guided bike tour through Hasselt. This action needs to build up the 
necessary awareness, but we feel that there is already in an increased interest in visiting 
Hasselt by bike. Perhaps people will think about using bikes regularly once they have 
returned home after this experience. Cycling would appear to be not so tiring after all!  

A broader forum? 
In retrospect it would have perhaps been better if the steering group had set up a broader 
forum. We kept a tight hold on SAM as a global action within our own services.  
It would probably have been better to create a broader social basis of public support by 
involving residents groups via their socio-cultural associations directly and to allot them 
responsibilities for sustainable transport for instance.  

5. A few reactions and conclusions 
The approach that the Hasselt council opted for, namely investing in a safe highway 
infrastructure, strengthening the public transport system, introducing free public transport in 
the city and setting up a promotion campaign for environment-friendly transport is in itself 
inspirational.  
 
Thanks to the tangible target group-oriented actions the concept ‘Samen Anders Mobiel’ 
(SAM) is already well known in and around Hasselt.  
− Samen Anders Mobiel SAM is clearly becoming the norm in Hasselt. There is no political 

entity that still supports travelling by car in the city as a priority. The use of buses and 
bikes is encouraged as much as possible in Hasselt.  

− The Transport Plan for Hasselt is called: 
"Hasselt Samen Anders Mobiel" (Hasselt, Together Towards a New Mobility Culture). 
− The residents participate in the initiatives and discuss them.  
− The concept also appeared frequently in the political communications of the different 

political parties in connection with the local council elections.  
− The city is visited for its sustainable transport policy by both the Flemish and foreign 

interested parties.  
 
The communications of the different “Samen Anders Mobiel” (SAM) projects were given a 
wide coverage in the local media and in the city newspaper ‘De Nieuwe Hasselaar’. 
 
A visit is also planned to the city of Hasselt during ECOMM 2002in Gent. 
 
As far as the co-operation of external partners in ‘Samen Anders Mobiel’ (SAM) is concerned, 
we are unable to draw any one single conclusion. For some actions, the project submitters 
just provided the idea and the remaining 90% of the action was carried out by the participants 
themselves. This was the case with the bike pools for instance. In other actions, it is as yet 
only the project submitter who is involved and the city only sets an example for policy makers, 
civil servants and organisations at the different policy levels.  

 
A few examples: 
− Having a bike repair centre available creates a whole range of possibilities for setting up 

other bike projects such as lending bikes to tourists and maintenance of company bikes, 
recycling old bikes into “white bikes”, maintenance of all city bikes (including tourist bikes, 
“white bikes”, courier bikes and company bikes).  

− The concept ‘Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell’ can very easily be carried over into other 
districts and towns. A manual is currently being written on the concept. During the “Soft 
Road User Week” 2002, different Flemish councils and towns will start up a common 
“Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell” campaign. This concept has also been included as 
part of the ‘Save’ project ‘Emotions’. 
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− The bike pool is an environment-friendly and safe means of transport for children who live 
within biking distance of their elementary school. The bike pool concept is currently being 
promoted and started up in the Flemish, Brussels and Walloon regions. It is currently 
being widely applied via the European Most project. The concept has been translated into 
English and will be tested out in Great Britain. Information regarding the concept has 
already been handed out at Ecomm 2000. 
 

One of the most important conclusions is that more ongoing all-year-round actions such as 
bike pools work better than once-only actions.  
Only by making a well monitored and disciplined effort and presenting the same story at all 
times, is it possible to reach the public with the message to travel in an environment-friendly 
manner.  
By carrying out actions such as the bike pools mentioned earlier you can really get to the 
heart of the matter, namely EDUCATING PEOPLE.  
By starting very early on with bike pools, you cultivate so to speak, environmental-friendly 
mobile young people. They don’t have to learn about it later on, they are spoon-fed 
sustainable mobility right from an early age.  
 
By organising a "Shop by Bike and Ring Your Bell" action every year, you obviously reach 
another, older target group. With their “Samen Anders Mobiel” (SAM) habits, they set an 
example for young people.  
 
Actions that come around again and again are also easier to organise of course and in the 
course of time people even start asking, “when are you going to organise another “Shop by 
Bike and Ring Your Bell” action? 
 
We believe that these actions are more important than a "Car Free Day" for instance. Closing 
a district or street to traffic for one day just to have cars racing through the next day doesn’t 
strike us as very efficient. Moreover we believe it gives children an ambiguous message: one 
day they can play in the street and the next day they can’t. How does one go about explaining 
that to them?  
 
In addition to this cities are already busy making their centres either traffic-free or traffic calm. 
We have to look hard to find a street or area where it still makes sense to show-case a traffic-
free potential.  
 
From this and the experience gained, we have drawn up a summarised list of typical 
hallmarks of a SAM action.  
 
A typical SAM action: 
− fits into Hassselt’s long-term policy of sustained development;  
− is not just a once-only event, 
− is a chain of goal-oriented, often small-scale actions;  
− prioritises the active involvement of target groups (based on ‘good citizenship’), 
− is visible in the city, 
− are spread over time, 
− creates overlapping services, 
− benefits from ongoing media coverage (from the different angles and different target 

groups). 
 
On the basis of these trademarks, SAM as an ongoing campaign based on target group-
oriented actions with different partners, forms a valuable alternative for once-only events such 
as a "Car Free Day". 
 
We are sure that a sustainable form of campaign that can be structurally included in a long-
term policy guarantees public involvement in sustainable mobility. 
 
On the basis of these trademarks, SAM as an ongoing campaign based on target group-
oriented actions with different partners, forms a valuable alternative for once-only events such 
as a "Car Free Day". 
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6. New opportunities in Flanders 
A short while ago the environment and transport covenant started offering interesting 
incentives, including financial ones, for campaigns for cities and districts in Flanders.  
− The transport policy in Flanders is an important instrument for the local councils in helping 

them find long-term approaches to the problems presented by transport.  
− Up until now this has covered infrastructure- or public transport-associated projects.  
− As of January 2002 it will be possible via a new module 15 to finance projects 

encouraging environment-friendly travelling habits and/or imposing tough measures for a 
sustainable transport system.  

− Another aim of module 15 is to reinforce the democratic content of the transport policy by 
facilitating the interaction between local government and civilians and by increasing public 
involvement in transport policy.  

− In the event of a "true added value for the environment" there are even additional 
subsidies available from the “Administratie Milieu, Natuur, Land-en waterbeheer 
(AMINAL)” Administration for Environment, Nature, Land and Water Management.  

 
A few examples of actions that: 
− Increase public involvement by communicating with the public: policy, participation, 

discussion, informed information, promotions, awareness-building, etc. participation by 
civilians, companies, schools, trades people, hotel and catering services, recreation 
parks, housing associations, etc.  

− Encouraging long-term travelling habits; compensation for bikes, transport alternatives 
during road works, etc.  

− Long-term parking policy: spaces for bikes at P&R (Park and Ride) car parks, parking 
guards, etc.  

− Eliminating the negative effects of forms of transport: encouraging companies among 
others to set up company transport plans, etc.  

− Decrease the pressure on the environment: encourage environment-friendly vehicles, set 
up transport and parking plans for a nature area, etc.  

 
The new environment covenant on local long-term environment policy went into force on 1 
January 2002. This also includes environment and transport campaigns that encourage the 
use of public transport, bikes and travelling on foot.  
 
Most ‘SAM’ actions are a source of inspiration for working out tangible initiatives within the 
framework of both covenants.  

7. Project details 
Project number: LIFE98/ENV/B/000253 
Authority carrying out the project: Hasselt City Council 
Address of the authority: Groenplein 1 
 B-3500 Hasselt 
 Belgium 
Project leader:  Daniël Lambrechts, traffic service. 
Phone & fax project leader:  Tel. +32 11-23 93 47 Fax. +32 11-22 33 63  
E-mail address project leader:  d.lambrechts@hasselt.be  
E-mail address traffic service: verkeer@hasselt.be  
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